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NEW QUESTION: 1
CORRECT TEXT
Problem Scenario 57 : You have been given below code snippet.
val a = sc.parallelize(1 to 9, 3) operationl
Write a correct code snippet for operationl which will produce
desired output, shown below.
Array[(String, Seq[lnt])] = Array((even,ArrayBuffer(2, 4, G,
8)), (odd,ArrayBuffer(1, 3, 5, 7,
9)))
Answer:
Explanation:
See the explanation for Step by Step Solution and

configuration.
Explanation:
Solution :
a.groupBy(x =&gt; {if (x % 2 == 0) "even" else "odd" }).collect

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which statement is true about script parameters in FileMaker
Pro 12?
A. When choosing scripts from the Scripts menu, script
parameters can be added by holding down the option (Mac OS X)
or Alt (Windows) key.
B. Scripts set to run OnFirstWindowOpen cannot include script
parameters.
C. A sub-script inherits the script parameter of the script
that called it.
D. Get (ScriptParameter) results in a return-delimited list of
script parameters for all currently running scripts in a
window's script stack.
E. Script parameters can include any number of repetitions.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
You want to run Hadoop jobs on your development workstation for
testing before you submit them to your production cluster.
Which mode of operation in Hadoop allows you to most closely
simulate a production cluster while using a single machine?
A. Run simldooop, the Apache open-source software for
simulating Hadoop clusters.
B. Run the DataNode, TaskTracker, NameNode and JobTracker
daemons on a single machine.
C. Run all the nodes in your production cluster as virtual
machines on your development workstation.
D. Run the hadoop command with the -jt local and the -fs
file:///options.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
Your network contains an Active Directory domain. The network
contains three sunbtes as shown in the following table.
The domain contains the DHCP server shown in the following
table.
The DHCP server have the DHCP scopes shown in the following
table.
For each of the following statements, select Yes if the

statement is true Otherwise, select No.
Answer:
Explanation:
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